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Legionella is able to remain in water as free-living planktonic bacteria or to grow within biofilms that adhere to the pipes. It

is also able to enter amoebas or to switch into a viable but not culturable (VBNC) state, which contributes to its resistance

to harsh conditions and hinders its detection in water.
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1. Introduction

Legionella colonization of building potable water systems implies many Public Health concerns, especially for more fragile

persons (elderly adults, smokers or people with weakened immune systems), which are particularly susceptible to the

infection and at risk for developing clinical complications and respiratory failure. Obviously, as the population ages, the

health impact on ‘at risk’ groups of legionellosis is likely to continue to increase.

2. Disinfection Strategies

2.1. Oxidizing Agents

Chlorine is widely used for its strong oxidizing power for primary disinfection treatment of potable water. It reacts with a

variety of bacterial cellular components  and is able to permeabilize the cytoplasmic membranes causing leakage of

proteins and DNA damage . In order to inactivate microbial contaminants or to prevent a possible microbial regrowth in

water distribution systems, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends 0.5 mgL  for free chlorine .

L. pneumophila has shown resistance to high levels of chlorine by the formation of biofilms , and pipes corrosion can be

expected when the disinfectant is dosed in a water distribution system. In particular, high levels of residual chlorine are

responsible for copper and iron pipes corrosion, while lead may not experience increased corrosion . Maintaining the

pH of the chlorinated water above 8 may counteract the corrosive effect of chlorine on copper and iron. Blends of poly-

and orthophosphates can be used as corrosion inhibitors in order to create a passivating film on the pipe wall. However,

the use of polyphosphates for corrosion control entails considerable uncertainty and risk because they may increase the

leaching of pipe metal into the water .

Finally, the formation of potentially toxic and carcinogenic disinfection by-products (DBPs) has been identified in

chlorinated drinking waters. The trihalomethanes (THMs) are likely to be the main chlorine DBPs. Because they usually

occur together, total THMs are considered as a group, with an allowable concentration in drinking water ranging from 80

µgL   to 100 µgL  . THMs are formed by the interaction of aqueous-free chlorine with soluble, natural organic

compounds present in water and their concentrations tend to increase with the presence of bromide or iodide, as well as

with the increase of temperature, pH, and chlorine dosage . Removal of THMs or their precursors is difficult and

involves resource-intensive processes  like for example ozonation and biological granular activated carbon  or

magnetic graphene oxide . Nevertheless, the technologies described above could be time-consuming and extremely

expensive. For this reason, an effective method to control DBPs in drinking water may be the use of alternative

disinfectants.

Chlorine dioxide is a water-soluble gas that can easily diffuse through bacterial cell membranes. When compared to

chlorine, chlorine dioxide has been found to be superior in penetrating biofilms  and in inactivating free-living protozoa

such as Acanthamoeba strains .

It has been demonstrated that using chlorine dioxide as secondary disinfectant can significantly reduce the risk of

acquiring Legionnaires’ disease in hospital settings . A total chlorine dioxide residual of 0.1–0.5 mgL  at the tap
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is usually sufficient to control Legionella colonization, but higher residuals may be necessary in heavily colonized water

systems .

Chlorine dioxide is less corrosive than chlorine . Nevertheless, there is evidence that it can cause damage to

polyethylene pipes . Finally, although it does not form appreciable amounts of THMs and halo acetic acids (HAAs), it

has been seen that on-site generation of chlorine dioxide often involves the production of free chlorine, which tend to

increase with reaction time. Therefore, the ratio of chlorine dioxide to chlorine needs to be constantly monitored and

possibly adjusted to obtain the best control of DBPs formation .

Monochloramine is formed by the reaction of ammonia with chlorine. For primary disinfection of drinking water, the target

concentration for the disinfectant is 1.5–3.0 mgL  as Cl2 but the optimal concentrations may depend on the

manufacturer. The WHO recommends 3 mgL   while the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concentration is 4.0

mgL  as Cl2 . However, monochloramine is often used as a secondary disinfectant after primary treatment with

chlorine, especially in distribution systems heavily colonized by Legionella .

Monochloramine seems to react slowly with nucleic acids but rapidly with several amino acids, with little damage to

bacterial membranes . This could explain why measurements of free chlorine and monochloramine biofilm penetration

show that monochloramine is more effective at penetrating biofilms than is free chlorine, although increased penetration

does not correlate with greater inactivation of biofilm microorganisms. However, monochloramine has shown to be more

effective on copper biofilms while free chlorine is more effective on polyvinyl chloride drinking water biofilms . Finally,

the lower reactivity of monochloramine can also be an advantage, as it is less likely to react with natural organic matter in

the water, forming fewer DBPs, and leading to fewer undesirable tastes and odors than chlorine or chlorine dioxide .

The main disadvantage of monochlorination of the water is the nitrification by nitrifying bacteria of ammonia or free

ammonia released by the decay of the disinfectant. Nitrification results in the formation of toxic nitrite in the distribution

system. Moreover, the nitrification process has the potential to locally lower the pH in alkaline waters and cause corrosion

of elastomeric materials. Factors influencing nitrification include the rate at which monochloramine residual decays,

microbial regrowth, corrosion of pipe materials, as well as biofilm formation. Biofilm, in particular, facilitates the growth of

nitrifying bacteria, promoting nitrification in water systems . One way to potentially control nitrification in premise

plumbing systems is through the development of specific building management plans. Optimizing the chlorine-to-ammonia

ratio, typically 5:1 , flushing out the outlets , decreasing monochloramine residence time in service reservoirs ,

chlorite addition , reducing natural organic matter and preventing biofilm formation , as well as controlling the

pH  may be effective methods of controlling and preventing nitrite formation.

Ozone is considered the most efficient disinfectant for all types of microorganisms because it is able to oxidize the cell

membrane and wall constituents of a bacterial cell, as well as enzymes and nucleic acids. Under experimental conditions,

it has demonstrated to be more effective at inactivating L. pneumophila than other disinfectants . Nonetheless,

determination of the in vitro activity of ozone against the bacterium does not predict the efficacy of its eradication from

water fixtures . In fact, studies in real water systems show no significant reduction in Legionella colonization .

Its low effectiveness against Legionella is probably due to the fact that ozone does not stay in water sufficiently long to

provide a residual effect. For this reason, chlorine can be added after ozonation, but DBPs may be produced by their

combinations. In fact, the vast majority of the ozone DBPs identified up to now contain oxygen in their structures, with no

halogenated DBPs observed except when chlorine or chloramines are applied as a secondary disinfectant . Moreover,

there is evidence that the use of ozone as a primary disinfectant may cause a shift to more brominated DBPs during

subsequent chlorination .

Hydrogen peroxide is a strong oxidizing agent that oxidizes microorganisms’ enzymatic systems, releasing free oxygen

atoms without the formation of DBPs. The European directive established a concentration limit for hydrogen peroxide in

drinking water of 25 mgL  . While the US Environmental Protection Agency  guidelines recommend 25–50 ppm of

residual hydrogen peroxide in drinking water. Concentrations of 25 mgL  have demonstrated good efficacy in controlling

Legionella colonization of water networks, with a higher disinfection power with the increase of the water temperature up

to 40–50 °C . Finally, to enhance its activity, hydrogen peroxide is sometimes used in combination with other

oxidants such as ozone, silver, or UV irradiation.

2.2. Non-Oxidizing Agents

Copper–silver ionization is commonly used in water distribution systems with hot water recirculating loops . When used

together, copper and silver ions create a synergistic effect. In fact, the copper ions destroy the cell wall permeability, which
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allows the silver ions to interfere with the synthesis of proteins and enzymes, thus resulting in a higher inactivation rate of

L. pneumophila . For Legionella control, the recommended copper and silver ion concentrations are 0.2–0.4 mgL  and

0.02–0.04 mgL , respectively .

Literature data show that there are at least three major challenges facing copper–silver ionization : (i) ensuring

that the added ions are flushed throughout the entire water distribution system, (ii) the emergence of resistant legionellae,

and (iii) the reduction in the microbiocidal power due to the formation of metal complexes. Finally, copper–silver ionization

may increase chlorine DBPs formation at pH 8.6 in the presence of natural organic matter .

Short-wavelength UV is believed to have biocidal effects through a molecular rearrangement of the purine and pyrimidine

components of the nucleoproteins, which hampers DNA replication . Breaks in the bonding structure also occur .

Nevertheless, the current technology of low-pressure (LP) mercury lamps that is used for UV irradiation has several

shortcomings.

First of all, Legionella is able to repair damages to DNA . Secondly, the maximum absorbance of nucleic acids is

around 260 nm, while proteins have a relative maximum absorbance of around 280 nm . Thus, targeting one of the

components of the bacterial cell may be more effective in Legionella inactivation . LP mercury lamps emit at 254 nm,

and this may result in a low efficacy of inactivation. On the contrary, the irradiation technology using light emitting diodes

(LEDs) can emit at many different wavelengths in the UV-B and UV-C. Moreover, LP lamps contain mercury, which is toxic

to the environment, while LEDs are made of gallium/aluminum nitride or aluminum nitride, which are not toxic nor

hazardous.

Regardless its technology, UV light produces no residual. Therefore, if a residual is desired, another disinfectant must be

used. To this regard, the application of UV light to shower heads and faucets in hospitals has indicated that the technology

alone is insufficient to control Legionella, and other disinfection measures have to be used along with UV irradiation for an

effective control of the colonization . Finally, UV light shows poor penetration in biofilms .

2.3. Point-of-Use (POU) Filtration

Disinfectants may not reach dead legs or low water flow areas. Furthermore, they can dissipate through the plumbing

system, making them less effective at distal points, and secondary chemical water disinfection may shorten the life of the

pipes. For these reasons, point-of-use (POU) filtration can be regarded as an additional barrier to add to other primary

treatment technologies to prevent exposure to legionellae, particularly in hospital settings. The filters are attached to

individual faucets and showers, providing a physical barrier between Legionella and high-risk patients. Anyway, a

recommendation for their use cannot be made until an evaluation of their efficacy has been performed .

It has been seen, for example, that the application of carbon filters may result in a greater presence of Legionella in water

because the bacterium can colonize the filters while passing through . On the contrary, membrane filters have

shown to control the colonization of hospital water systems up to 2–8 weeks of continuous use , especially when

they are covered with a silver layer . More recently, the novel electrically heatable carbon nanotube (CNT) point-of-use

(POU) filters have demonstrated to remove 99.9% of L. pneumophila in water .

Obviously, one filter is needed for each fixture, and if the filters are not regularly replaced, Legionella can colonize them

regardless of their technology. Therefore, replacing these filters may be expensive. For this reason, the use of filters,

which requires fewer change-outs, could be a cost-effective method for preventing hospital-acquired Legionnaires’

disease .
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